“If you cannot get rid of the family skeleton,
you may as well make it dance.”
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, IMMATURITY
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Prologue
My mother’s life was bordered by two loves. The first and perhaps
the strongest was to my father and the second to her six children –
both loves defined and entrapped her.
My father died
November 13th
1990. At the
funeral, two
of my three
brothers were
pallbearers.

Let’s face it,
Adam. The guy
was an asshole!

Which is true. But not all true.

...because I
agreed with my
sister-in-law.

I mean, really, aren’t
people sick of reading
about sexual abuse?
It’s so common.

I said to Gus: “I don’t want to make this all about Dad. He had enough
of the glory. All that bigger than life stuff.”

(Dad driving
motorcycles)

(Dad flying planes)

(Dad with
dancing girls)

“I want this to be about Mum,
in the early sixties, raising six
kids on her own in the slums of
Toronto. The seven of us crammed
into that tiny home she called
‘Mousehouse’. Like ‘The Old
Woman who Lived in a Shoe.’”
I discussed writing
this with my older
brother, Gus.

But I’d like to skim over the
yucky stuff...
“I don’t want Dad’s slimy stuff to take over. Besides, there are only
certain bits I could tell anyway.”
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Gus (the lawyer):

In December of 2000, my mother lay drawing grotesque raspy
breaths in Intensive Care.

Then it’s interesting that you
would pick the Mousehouse years when
it was at its worst.

I thought I would
be afraid, but I’m not.
Okay, fine!
But maybe I can find
the lighter side of incest,
turn it into a musical like,
‘Springtime for Hitler’.

Or
‘Oklahomo’.
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She didn’t use the words ”to die” just as she wouldn’t call the
tumor “cancer”. That was too real for Mum. She had a Pollyanna
capacity to cling tightly to her hopes and dreams no matter
what harsh reality was staring her in the face. And, she never
lost the ability to trust like a child.
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On one of Mum’s last nights my brothers, sisters and I scrambled
for turns on the spare bed in her hospital room, the unlucky ones
bunking out on the floor.

After Mum’s small private funeral, as we were filing out of the room
where her casket lay, my cousin turned to me and asked why I was
the only one of Mum’s children who had not stood up and spoken.

The present dissolved and we
became once more, the Little
Ones and the Big Ones, a unity
entity, one appendage cleaved
to our mother’s dreams.

I was surprised you
didn’t speak, Velvet.
I regressed to the obnoxious boisterous behavior of my youth and
spent the night teasing my brothers across the metal hospital beds
the same way we had razzed each other throughout our childhood.
And even though
she was in a coma,
I worried that Mum
could hear me
Oh, for
carrying on and
God’s
sake,
was thinking...
Velvet –
Shut Up!

Blah,
Blah,
Blah

This, then, is my eulogy.
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